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Notes: 
- You may use any standard symbols for logical operators (e.g., V for “or”). 
- As in HW1, you may assume that all numbers are integers and integer overflow will 

never occur. 
 
 
1. Fill in the proof of correctness for the following code. 

 
In addition to filling in each of the blanks below, you need to provide additional argument in 
the following cases: 

• If your last assertion before the loop is not identical to the loop invariant, explain why 
your last assertion implies the loop invariant. 

• If your first assertion in the body of the loop is not identical to the loop invariant, 
explain why the loop invariant implies your first assertion. 

• If your last assertion in the body of the loop is not identical to the loop invariant, 
explain why your last assertion implies the loop invariant. 

 
 
  {{ 1 < n <= A.length }} 
  int v = f(A[n-2], A[n-1]); 
  {{ ________________________________ }} 
  int i = n-2; 

  {{ ________________________________ }} 
 

  {{ Inv: v = f(A[i], f(A[i+1], …, f(A[n-2], A[n-1])…)) }} 
  while (i > 0) { 

    {{ ________________________________ }} 
    i = i - 1; 

    {{ ________________________________ }} 
    int w = f(A[i], v); 

    {{ ________________________________}} 
    v = w; 

    {{ ________________________________ }} 
  } 
 

  {{ v = f(A[0], f(A[1], …, f(A[n-2], A[n-1])…)) }} 
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2. Fill in the proof of correctness for the following method, insertionSort.  It takes as input 
an array A of length at least n. 
 
In addition to filling in each of the blanks below, you need to provide additional argument in 
the following cases: 

• If your last assertion before the loop is not identical to the loop invariant, explain why 
your last assertion implies the loop invariant. 

• If your first assertion in the body of the loop is not identical to the loop invariant, 
explain why the loop invariant implies your first assertion. 

• If your last assertion in the body of the loop is not identical to the loop invariant, 
explain why your last assertion implies the loop invariant. 

 
Note: In the inner loop invariant, the expression “A[0], …, A[j-1], A[j+1], …, A[i]” means all of 
the array A[0], A[1], …, A[i] except for the element A[j], which is left out. The invariant says 
that, if you ignore the number in A[j], the rest of the subarray A[0], A[1], …, A[i] is sorted. 
 
  {{ 0 < n <= A.length }} 
  void insertionSort(int[] A, int n) { 
    int i = 1; 

    {{ ________________________________ }} 
 
    {{ Inv: A[0], A[1], …, A[i-1] is sorted }} 
    while (i < n) { 

      {{ ________________________________ }} 
      int j = i; 

      {{ ________________________________ }} 
 
      {{ Inv: A[0], …, A[j-1], A[j+1], …, A[i] is sorted and A[j] < A[j+1], …, A[i] }} 
      while (j > 0 and A[j-1] > A[j]) { 

        {{ ________________________________ }} 
        swap A[j-1], A[j]; 

        {{ ________________________________ }} 
        j = j – 1; 
        {{ ________________________________ }} 
      } 
 
      {{ ________________________________ }} 
      i = i + 1; 

      {{ ________________________________ }} 
    } 
 

    {{ A[0], A[1], …, A[n-1] is sorted }} 
} 
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3. Fill in the missing code for the following method, moveFront. It takes as input an array A, 
an index i, a length n, and an integer x. The goal is to rearrange the numbers in the part of 
the array from index i to i+n-1 (i.e., A[i], A[i+1], …, A[i+n-1), so that all the numbers 
less than or equal to x come before all the numbers greater than x, and then return the 
index of the last number less than or equal to x. 
 
The loop invariant is already provided. It refers to variables L and R that you will need to 
create in your code. In English, the invariant says that all of the numbers in the array from 
index i to L-1 (i.e., A[i], A[i+1], …, A[L-1]) are less than or equal to x and those from 
index R to n-1 (i.e., A[R], A[R+1], …, A[n-1]) are greater than x. 
 
Your code should only modify the array by swapping elements. (This restriction implies that 
your code will only rearrange the numbers in the array, not change them, so we do not need 
to prove that the numbers in the array at the end are the same as those at the beginning.) 
You may use the pseudocode “swap A[i], A[j]” to perform a swap. 
 
You do not need to turn in a proof of correctness, but you should complete one (using the 
techniques of problems 1-2) since your code will be graded on correctness. 
 
 
  {{ n >= 0 and i >= 0 and i + n <= A.length }} 
  int moveFront(int[] A, int i, int n, int x) { 
 
 
 
 

    {{ Inv: A[i], …, A[L-1] <= x < A[R], …, A[i+n-1] }} 
    while (________________________________) { 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    } 
 

    {{ A[i], …, A[L-1] <= x < A[L], …, A[i+n-1] }} 
    return L-1; 
  } 
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4. Fill in the missing code in the loop body for the following method, findKth. It takes as input 
an array A, an index i, a length n, and an index k. The goal is to find and return the number 
that would be in A[k] if A[i], …, A[i+n-1] were sorted. 
 
The loop invariant is already provided. In English, it says that A[j] has the correct number 
it would have if A[i], …, A[i+n-1] were sorted (because all the numbers before it are 
smaller and those after it are larger). If j = k, then we are done. Otherwise, we restrict 
attention to whichever part of the array (either before A[j] or after it) contains A[k]. 
 
Hint: In this case, the loop invariant follows already from the last two lines of the loop body. 
The main concern for you is termination: you need to shrink the size of the part of the array 
being searched every time through the loop or else it could loop forever. The size of this part 
is given by n, so n must decrease. Note that you may also need to change i and/or k! 
 
You do not need to turn in a proof of correctness, but you should complete one since your 
code will be graded on correctness. 
 
 
  {{ n >= 0 and i >= 0 and i + n <= A.length and 0 <= k < n }} 
  int findKth(int[] A, int i, int n, int k) { 
 
    int j = moveFront(A, i+1, n-1, A[i]); 
    swap A[i], A[j]; 
 
    {{ Inv: A[i], A[i+1], …, A[j-1] <= A[j] <= A[j+1], …, A[i+n-1] }} 
    while (j != k) { 
      // shrink the search space… 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      j = moveFront(A, i+1, n-1, A[i]); 
      swap A[i], A[j]; 
    } 
 

    {{ A[i], A[i+1], …, A[k-1] <= A[k] <= A[k+1], …, A[i+n-1] }} 
    return A[k]; 
  } 
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5. Fill in an implementation of the following method, split.  It takes as input three arrays, A, 
B, and C, each of length at least n, and a number x. Your method should copy those 
elements of A that are less than or equal to x into B and those that are greater than x into C. 
The return value should be the number copied into B. (The number copied into C is equal to 
n minus the number copied into B.) 
 
You do not need to turn in a proof of correctness, but you should complete one since your 
code will be graded on correctness. 
 
Important: For any loops in your code, you must provide the loop invariant. When writing 
the invariant, your goal is to communicate to another human being, so you can use 
whatever notation you want as long as it is clear and precise. 
 
As in the examples from lecture, you can leave out some parts of the invariant that would be 
awkward to describe mathematically, e.g., that the arrays B and C contain only numbers that 
came from A. While that would be necessary for a complete and formal proof of correctness, 
your goal is to argue correctness to a human being. In this case, it should be easy to see 
from your code that the only numbers copied into B and C come from A. 
 
 
  {{ A.length >= n and B.length >= n and C.length >= n }} 
  int split(int[] A, int[] B, int[] C, int n, int x) { 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  } 


